
CONNECTION OF DRUGGISTS WITH QUACK MEDICINES.

[The following excellent remarks on the subject of quack medicines,
and the connection of apothecaries with their manufacture and sale, are
from an address delivered by George D. Coggeshall, President of the
New York College of Pharmacy, at a meeting of the College on the
16th of March, 1854. It is copied from the New York Journal of
Pharmacy.]

Amongst the prominent objects of interest continually presented to you,continually forced upon your attention, as practitioners of pharmacy, is
one that is at once the reproach of medicine and the bane of society—
quackery. It is ever present and ever ready with its temptations, in op-
position to the common understanding of right-minded men connected
with the regular professions of medicine and pharmacy, that discoveries
of any means calculated to alleviate human suffering should be made
generally known ; that all whose province it is to prepare or apply reme-
dies may have the knowledge requisite for their proper manipulation and
use, be enabled to suggest improvements, and to combine or separate, so
as to adapt them to particular cases, and that to keep secret any useful
discovery in medicine, for the selfish purpose of gain, is unworthy of, and
below the honorable standard of character that every physician and phar-
maceutist should scrupulously maintain, while the tampering with medi-
cine, by ignorant persons, and the manufacture of worthless trash under
its name, are grades of depravity with which no compromise should ever
be made.

The monstrous growth of quackery in modern times has, at least, kept
pace with the advancement of the age in arts and sciences designed to
benefit, or when State policy requires, more expertly to destroy the hu-
man race. It protrudes itself with the most business-like assurance into
all classes and circles of society ; it is ever present at the corners of the
streets and in our dwellings ; mixes with our daily news, buying up the
easily-purchasable public press, which in a great measure subsists upon
it (the only honorable exception, so far as we know, being " Arthur's
Home Journal," an excellent weekly, published in Philadelphia) ; and
it promptly makes up all deficiency of fact with brazen falsehood. His-
tory, ancient and modern, is ransacked, or even made when it is needed ;
current events and discussions of general interest, political, social, moral
and religious, are all used as materials for introductory paragraphs to the
most preposterous eulogies of quack medicines. Many of these literaryproductions are by a class of scribblers of prose and verse (such as it is),
who, not esteemed in any other, and probably incapable of any better
employment of their talents, hire themselves to write puffs of nostrums
they know nothing about. Great names are dragged into base connec-
tion with pills, mixtures, lotions, plasters, Sic, to give them currency,
and fictitious ones are often substituted as more likely to be popular, or
perhaps less objecjjonable than those of the real actors and recipients of
the profits. Names, too, of all countries and people are appropriated
whenever they can, be made available. " The poor Indian " and the
self-inflated Chinese are made involuntary sponsors for things as little
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known to them as their language or methods of treating disease are to the
nostrum-makers from whom they receive such unexpected distinction.
Frightful maladies, which are providentially of rare occurrence except
in these advertisements, are multiplied to suit the market, detailed with
revolting minuteness, and the text illustrated with literally horrible cuts.
Certificates of cures that never occurred are signed by persons that can-
not be. found, though their story is " told with a circumstance" of street
and number, and sworn to before the Mayor, or some other prominent
functionary, before whom, by the way, anything may be sworn, as he
never reads it, because it matters nothing to him, yet the appendage of
his name helps to pluck the great public goose. In many cases, medi-
cines in common use are dressed in some insignificant disguise, when,
"presto !" what had been only simple matter of fact becomes astonish-
ing, and worth a great deal more in cash ; whereupon it is put up in set
form, with printed envelopes, showing that to bring this great discovery
to the point of projection required besides a vast expenditure of money,
the whole depth of knowledge, all the skill, and through many years the
self-sacrificing devotion of the wonderous genius that has finally brought
it forth, " without whose signature none can be genuine "—said signa-
ture being engraved or stereotyped. New remedial agents, discovered or

developed by the researches of the best minds engaged in medical
science, are at once seized upon by quacks as the bases of names for
new nostrums, they, forsooth, covering with the slime of their ''com-
pound " the brilliant results of learning, which, from inception to pro-
mulgation, would have been as far beyond the reach of their intellect as
above the level of their morals. With parasite meanness they attach
themselves to the productions of men whose names will be cherished
with honor and gratitude, when the whole pack of charlatans are

" Forgotten as fools or remembered as worse."
As the wares of these men are got up to entice customers, every

popular prejudice must be turned to account ; the most petted being one
that really exists to some extent, though greatly exaggerated, against mine-
rals and in favor of vegetables. Accordingly we find this string especially
harped upon, a large proportiou ofquack medicines being named and strenu-
ously declared to be " vegetable." There are favorite vegetables also,
of which the popular estimation is duly encouraged, and of all these,
sarsaparilla may be considered the " best abused " root in the Pharma-
copoeia. Other popular notions are treated with respect in proportion to
the demand they create ; and from time to time new and marvellous theories
are broached as there appears to be vacancy in the public mind for their
reception. It is propounded by the pill and purging school of quacks
that there is hut one disease, all that are called by different names being
but different forms of it, for which " Universal Pills " are obviously
the very remedy. The universal school, however, comprises more than
this class, whose chief mission appears to be to open mens' purses by
opening their bowels. There are some who do not regard the pill ma-
chine as the only instrument of human relief, there being valions lights
in which the one disease may be considered according to the nostrum
that is made for it : with one it is heat, with another cold, with a third
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both. Again, it is in the stomach, the skin, the nerves or the blood.
Some " Universal Vegetable Renovators " (their very name is non-

sense) are applied internally, others upon the surface, but each is de-
clared to be the only medicine that should ever be bought, that no

family is sale without it, or with any other, that all others are ',' base and
dangerous impositions," the work of ignorant rogues. This latter opi-
nion appears to be cordially reciprocated by most of the fraternity, and
is, perhaps, the nearest truth of any they express. Other quacks de-
nounce the universal system as unprincipled quackery, and declare that
none but a simpleton or impostor ever denies the existence of many dis-
eases ; they, therefore, condense their wisdom upon certain specialties,
making, however, as extravagant stories as any of universal pretensions.
In short, the whole system, based as it is upon the ignorance, the fears,
and the credulity of mankind, in reference to all matters affecting health
and disease, is yet so monstrous, so impudent in falsehood, that it would
be ludicrous if it were not so mischievous. If its continued presence
from the dark ages had not rendered it familiar, if habit had not blunted
our sense of its depravity, if it could now be presented in all its de-
formity before a civilized community for the first time, it would be re-

garded with wonder at its audacity, with execration at its reckless tam-

pering with the best temporal interests of humanity.
We hope better things of our graduales (ahhough we must confess we

are sometimes disappointed) than that they should degrade their profes-
sion and deprave themselves by such prostitution of their talents and po-
sition. It is pitch that you cannot touch without being defiled. Its
temptations are often great, it is true ; its success in one sense, and one

only, sometimes astonishing, yet it often, probably in a large majority of
cases, fails to secure even pecuniary success, always unsatisfying at
best when gained at the cost of honor, self-respect, and the respect
of the intelligent part of society, perhaps coupled with some nick-
name of derision ; and poor indeed is he who, having staked all of prin-
ciple and good repute upon such a cast, has not won even that.

IODIDE OF ZINC IN VENEREAL AFFECTIONS.

Dit. S. C. Sewell, of Canada, writes as follows in the Montreal Medi-
cal Chronicle respecting the use of iodide of zinc in his practice :—

" Its value in reducing enlargement of the tonsils is now pretty gene-
rally acknowledged by the profession, and I have used it in several cases
with satisfactory results. I had a case of venereal ulcération of the throat
which resisted the acid pértaitrate of mercury. As an experiment. I em-

ployed the iodide of zinc with immediate improvement, followed by a

speedy cure. Since that I have used it in several cases of venereal ul-
cers, both of the throat and nose, with like success. Since 1837, I have
used chiefly the acid pernitrate of mercury (Ricord's formula), in such
cases, and am therefore competent to form a comparative estimate of
their value, and I give the preference to iodide of zinc. To apply it,
twist a little cotton wool round the point of a wooden skewer, and hav-
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